
 

 

Notes on the back story of this letter: 

 

 At this time I was still very enthusiastic about anything and everything having to do with HP 

calcs programming (mostly with the new HP-41C and its awesome synthetic instructions,) so I was 

creating and submitting materials to Richard Nelson for publication in the PPC Calculator Journal in 

rapid-fire style, e.g., this particular 9-page letter was the third one I sent him within a month. 

 I began this letter praising the recent June double issue while at the same time complaining about 

the lack of HP-67 programs (which members had asked for), despite Mr. Nelson having previously stated 

that he couldn't publish HP-67 programs because none were submitted, which just wasn't true, as I told 

and showed him in my usual direct style (I was very young at the time ...) 

 The letter also included two significant contributions, namely (1) a synthetic routine for the PPC 

ROM, Clear (all) Assignments, which had been requested by several members because of its obvious 

usefulness (and it wasn't included, of course), and (2) the very first version for any machine of my 

Othello program, which was a long, optimized, polished program which would play quite fast a 

non-trivial game against the user, optionally printing a nice labeled board if a printer was available. 

 I was very proud of my Othello program, there was nothing remotely like it and so I thought that 

it would cause a sensation among the members of PPC and even could be used by HP to promote the 

HP-41C, using it as a demo program at events, which was the case locally: my friends and acquaintances 

loved it and HP Spain did use it for the purpose. In time, it was featured in the Wall Street Journal 

Magazine and HP Corvallis asked me personally to submit it to the Users' Program Library USA (which 

I promptly did, receiving a nice - unasked for - reward for it;  see the letters.) 

 However, despite the fact that I sent Mr. Nelson the documented program ready for him to cut & 

paste + good photocopies to prevent printouts fading + the complete printout of a full sample game + 

magnetic cards (+ the mailing cost, all of which were very hard for my meager finances), he never sent 

me a note or comment, and he never published it in PPC CJ, nor did he bother to tell me why.  

 I was (again !) demolished by this, and after waiting almost a year (!) for its publication, which 

never happened, I began to consider other places where my materials would get a warmer reception and 

I'd get some feedback, which was the case with John McGechie and the members of the Melbourne 

Chapter of PPC, the utter polar opposites of Mr. Nelson and his PPC CJ, thus marking the beginning of 

the end of my attachment to PPC proper. 

 

                      Valentin Albillo, 21-12-2021 



Richard ¥elson Valentin Albillo (4747)
Editor, PPC Journal Padre Ruybio, 61 - 22 C
2541 W. Camden Place Madrid 29
U. S. A. SPAIN

Dear Richard s
I’ve just received the June ISSUE (capital letters,

no less ! ) . I was thinking something wrong was happening with the post, as the issue
didn“t arrived. But finally it did, and it was worth the waits I can express my satis-
faction in 3 languages at leasts Hats off ! (or) Chapeau ! (or) jHay que descubrirsel.

Only one thing wrong with the'June issus 3 where is -

the 67/97 material ? There is not a single program for the 67 (apart from some routi-

nes, and adaptable materlal) s despite the 64 pages of the issue. This time you can’t
say you haven’t got programs from the members. In about 2 months, I myself have con -

tributed 3 programs for the 67/97, they weres
- SLLIPTIC LOWPASS FILTER DESIGN
- A CHESS PROGRAM
-~ FOURIER SERIES - HARMONIC ANALYSIS

If I (who do not have a 67, but a 41c) have sent 3 pro-rams, other members should -
have sent dozens of programg ! Why sre them not published ? The wand may be very in-
teresting to us 41c¢ owners, but think about the 67,97,34c owners: they have no use
at all for the pazes full of bar codes. Don“t get angry, it°s only an opinion.

Well, let’s change of topic. Here included are 2 contributions:

a) 1 routine for the Custom ROM : it is CA , Clear Assignments. It seems to be very
useful to have a routine to automatically clear all asignments at once, without

having to clear them all manually, one at a time. Several members requested this.

This routine does that, clears from O to 70 assignments in 9 seconds, uses no re-

ister, no flag, and is only 112 bytes long. Magnetic card included.No input reqe.

 

b) OTHELLO , a computer game for the 4ic s I'm sure you must have seen, (or even played)
‘somecomputer prosrams to play OI'HELLO at commercial computer shows, etc. It secms
to be the most popular computer game , apart from chess. Even the HP-85 included a
program which plays OI'HELIO in one of its packs.

The program here included plays OTHELIO against the user. It -
includes full graphics capabilities (will print the board), is autonomous (no card
reader or data cards requ;red), it is printer compatible (runs with or without -
printer), includes all options: diagonal or parallel openings, checks user moves
for legality, can play for the user, can play against itself, and includes all hand-

ling of the board, the winner, etc.
The level of play is astonishingly good for a calculators defeats

easily beginners, even experienced people. Execution is very fast: no more than 25
minutes for a whole game (no printer), Calculator remembers already played squares,

80 execution gets faster as the game progresses.
I have used it very much at shows and demos . A1l people who

saw the 41c playing OTHELLO was amazed. Most of them were defesated by the program,
and everybody wanted to have a game against the 41c. Maybe you could use it too
for demo purposes, or to shut up all those Apple, etc, owners a little.

A paper tape with a game recorded onto it is included, for you

to see how neatly operates the printer in conjuction with the 41c for games. The -

program itself is included recorded onto 3 magnetic cards.

I hope the membership enjoys (and perhaps, improves) the pro—
gram. It is a dafinite answer to all thosz people wanting not mastermind-type gzames.

That‘s all. I include both the originals and a good photocopies, to over-

come fading of printer tapes. Uge the better anes,

Till the next letter . Sincerely

P.S. s the OTHELLO program doeg not use synthetic functions at all, so it can ba

submitted to the HP Library, if anyone wishes, or used at HP shows.



or the RO PROGRESS column : it is &
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& routi-

i for the PPC Custom RQl, a Clear Assign -

The 41C has many clearing options: CLD , CIX, CLST, CL4, CIRG,
LY, and CLP, but it lacks two very useful options: one is the

nclear assignments options", and the other the "clear all pro-

grams" option. The former is specially desired, as it is very

keystroke busy to clear the assignments one at a time, if MENO-

RY LOST can’t be tolerated. Bill Barnet suggests loading a sta-

tus card with a single assignment recorded on it. This works,

but a card reader is required. Some other members point-out the

need for a "clear assignments" software option, as in VTN5P13,

so I offer the following routine to be considered for its in -

clusion in the PPC Custom ROM . It is called CA (clear assign-—

ments) and does exactly that: it will clear ell asignments at

once, requiring no input at all from the user.
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—This routine is 58 lines, 112 bytes, so it exactly fitis onto a

single side of a carde. It uses no register, no flags. It clears

the stack and ALPHA registers upon execution. It will clear from

0 to 70 assignments within 9 seconds. Once executed, no assign—-

ments will be active. PACK is not neccesary, the registers used

to store the assignmenis are automatically allocated as program

memory, once the execution is completed. If there were any func-

tion (not program) assigned (at least 1), all asignments, whe -

ther functions or programs, are cleared. But if only programs

are asigned, they are not removed by CA. This is done intentio—

nallys you clear the assignments to gain program or data memorys

as the assignments of user programs do not take out memory, it

is unneccessary to delete them, they are deleted as soon as you

clear the whole programe

HOW TO USE : simply, XEQ "CA" . All assignmentsare removed.

Note s line 38 is FS01690BFOBF ; line 53 is F6TFRO000000001



WARNTNGS ¢ do not interrupt program exscution, as this causes

MEMORY LOST, as does trying to single step thru
the program.

- lines 41 & 45 are needed to ensure that Rc is restored be-
fore the GTO 00 at line 47 is attempted. Otherwise, the
GTO 00 will search the LBL OO0 passing the .END., on its
first execution, causing real trouble.

- program is totally safe. There is no danger of altering or
deleting enything but the assignments registers. Even if
program memory is absolutely full, and there are none assig
nments made, or a single assignment, or any number of them,
they will be deleted without altering the .END.

EXAMPLE ¢ assume a just MASTER CIEARED machine.

load CA ; do not perform GTO .. 3

-assign ¢+ ASN SIN 11(3%)
ASN COs 12(1/x)
ASN TAN 13(S3RT)

press RTN , switch to PRGM mode, to see 00 REG 29 , to RN me.
if we delete the assignments, this will give us back 2 re-
gisters, so we must see 00 REG 31. Let’s see: (RUN mode)

XEQ "CA" % 0.0000

switch to PRGM mode , to see 00 REG 31 , so it works.
Now, keys 11,12,13 have recovered their original functions.

VALZNTIN ALBILLO (4747)



OTHELLO -~ A COMPUTER GAKE FOR THE 41 C
 

Most members of PPC do like computer gamese.

Some of them have joined PPC hoping to get some challenging ones

to implement on their calculators. Even someone asked for a -

chess playing program for the 41c.
Here presented is a 41c program that plays

OTHELLO . I+ is not chess, but it’s closer to chess than to -

mastermind type programse The present program includes all the

features requireds it plays quite well, and will easily defeat

a beginner j it should provide a challenging level of play for

everyone, however. It includes full graphics capabilities s if

a printer is present, it will print the -

board. It is autonomous: no data cards re-
quired, no card reader needed. It is very

- 4 ¢ v g Tasts the 41c performs 30 moves in about

C " ° 25 mimtes. The running speed increases as
the game progresses. It is printer compa -

tible: runs with or without printer. It

offers both standard disgonal or parallel

openings, you select who makes the first

move, too . You mgy select to print the

board after every new position, or only

after HP moves, sO saving paper and time.

= %% Phe machine recognizes and rejects illegal

moves. Can play for you against itself. Even can play a game

against itself. No synthetic functions usede.

OTHELLO (also known as reversi) is a game very

often found in computers. The HP-85 includes a program to play

COTEELLO in one of its packs. Maybe some of you have already -

played a game against some computer (HP-85, Apple, TRS~80) «
Here is a brief outline of the rules:

OTHELLO is played in an 8x8 board. There are
~ two standard openings (see illustrations)s

i ¢ < diagonal opening
"""""""""" -~ parallel opening
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Ons of the players plays the white -

pieces (represented by the D), and the other
the black pieces ( represented by the :: De

To make & move, the player places his
piece in an empty location (represented by
a dash —), taking into account that:
- it should be adjacent to a piece of the

PARALLEL OPENING other player

- at least one enemy piece must be enclosed

between the just placed piece and another piece of the same

colour. This is , any number of pieces en—.

closed between the played piece and another

piece of the same colour, are flippeds they

become of the capturer’s colour. No empty ¢

squares can be enclosed, only full rows of

enemy"s pieces can be flipped. The row can

be in any direction: diagonal, horizontal, =« — 7 7

or vertical.If more than one row is enclo- & — ~ 7 7 7

sed at the same time, all are flippede. { = -

Some examples should meke it cleare. & — — -

For instance, loock at the diagonal opening:

if black plays to 64 (6 vert, 4 horiz),then
the white piece at 54 is between.the 2 blxk
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pieces at 44 and 64, so it is flipped: the white piece at 54

pecomes black.  ygy lodk at this illustration: if white -
o7 ¢ plays at 14, the black pieces at 12, 13

are enclosed between the just played white

piece at 14 and the piece at 11, so they

are flipped. Simultaneously, the black -

pieces at 15,16,17 are between the piece
just played at 14, and the piece at 18,
80 they are flipped too,
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the white pieces at 62,53,43,33,23,64,65,66,67, because there
is another black piece at the end of each row of white pieces,
and there are no empty squares in the rows.

PROGRAY CHARACTERISTICS : the CTHELLO program is exactly 672 hy-

tes long, so it fits exactly onto 3

magnetic cardse. Key it in exactly as listed, as a single extra
byte makes neccessary a 4th card. The program is optimized for
running speed: each location on the board is stored onto a sin—

gle storage register,for maximum speed, so & minimum SIZE 117
is needed. 3 RAMs are required, thus, to run the program, lea -
ving a port to plug in the card reader or the printer.

Registers 00 thru O7 are used as scratch. Registers 08-15
contain the directions array. Registers 16-27 are used to store
the constants array. Registers 17 thru 116 store the 8x8 board,
including the edges, thus being a f10x10 board.(The board array
and the constants array may overlap without trouble, saving 11

registersh The white pieces (HP’s ) are stored as +1, black ones
as -1, and the empty squares and the edges, as O (the edges may

be any number, except +1.). Program uses flags 1,2,3,4 « If flag

3 is set, your move is being tested for legality , or HP is pla-
ying your pieces against itself. If flag 4 is set, the present

move is not proved to be legal yet. If flag 1 is set, HP is pla-

ying your own pieces for you. If flag 2 is set, and the printer

is present, the board will not be printed after your moves (ex-
cept if you make the last move). All flags are controlled by the

program except flag 02, which is user—dependant.

INSTRUCTIONS : load the program. You play black, HP plays white.

1) if you want to use the printer, plug it in. Otherwise, remove

it now. Set the mode switch at NORM position.

2) if you have the printer, and want to suppress board printing

after your moves, SF 02 . The board will now be printed only

after HPg moves, saving time and paper. This can be done at

any moment during the game. To print both boards, CF 0O2.

3) Make sure you have a minimum SIZE 117. Then, XEQ "COTHELLO" >
3 DIAG ? (prompts for the desired opening)

 

4)-if you want to play the diagonal opening, simply s R/S
-if you want the parallel opening , press N R/S

(everything that appears in the display is printed as well,
for you to keep a record of the game. The board is printed
now, reflecting the opening you selected)

> HP 1ST ? (prompts for the first player)

5)~if you want HP to make the first move, simply R/S > I MOVE
-if you want to meke the first move, press N R/S » MOVE ?

6) if HP moves, it will think it°s move for a while, then dis-

play: > T PIAY nn (veep prompts)
5 FLIP p PCES

where nn are the vert/horiz coordinates of the square where
it moves to, and p is the number of your pieces flipped.

If a printer is present, the resulting board position is
printed now, and your move is requested: » MOVE ?
(If no printer, actualize the board yourself, putting a whi-

te piece where indicated, then flipping the pertinent pieces)
-if no move is possible for HP (all moves are illegal), it -
will display NO MOVE , (beep), then asks for your move.

7) if you move (you have been prompted by MOVE ? ), there are
several possibilities:

- you have no legal move: press f R/S , and EP will ma-
ke it s next move.

- you want the machine to play for yous press =1 R/S (or
any other negative number),and HP will play your pieces
against it s own. Once found, your movement will be dis
played (and beeped, recalling that HP perform the task),



SAMPLE GAME
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and HP will proceed to make its move. This is very -
useful if you don“t know what to plgy: let the machi
ne select your move for you, hoping it will be good.
Cry if you are unsure about you having a legal move
or not: let the machine play your pieces, and if the
re is a legal move for you, it will be found. Other—.
wise, NO MOVE is displayed. Another use is to have
the machine play against itself the whole game: input
-1 always.

- you want to make a move, sey xy (vert/horiz): xy R/S

(your move is checked for legality. If it was not
legal, TLILEGAL (beep) is displgyed, and you are
prompted for another move)

If your move is legal, then: > YOU PLAY xy

» FLIP p PCES

is displayed. If printer is present and flag 02 is -
clear, the board is printed. Otherwise, HP proceeds
directly to compute its move. If no printer, actua-
lize the board manually.

Warning : your move must be of the form xy, with x ranging
from 1 to 8 , both included, and the same for y.
P and negative numbers are allowed too.

Once the last player makee the last move, the board is prin-

ted, and : > GAME IS OVER (the counting takes place)
> HP: xx, YOU: yy
5 HP or YOU WQN

where xx is the number of white pieces at the end of the ga-
me, yy is the number of black pieces. of course, THE PLAYER
WITH MOST PIECES AT THE END OF THE GAME WINS THE GAME. This
is, if HP has 24 pieces on the board, and you have 40, you
won. If both have 32, it is g tie, and the HP or YOU WO
message is not displayed. The game generally ends when the
board is full of pieces. It can also end if no plgyer can
make a legzal move, but this is very unlikely.

 

left : typical beginning
of a game:s 7&
diagonal opening

  

 

. right s flag 02 is
cleared, so the $ 21454 7 2

— e board is printed be

after every move
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* flag 02 is set, so 123458
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63, and the board 3 - -
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(Don“t worry if you missed the I PLAY xx
play. Simply, use backarrow to clear the

_—— - MOVE ? display, and the last HP“s move wiil

=—— - _  be in the X-register)
 



end of a game TEST GLME
— to test that the program

is correctly loaded: dia-
gonal opening, HP first

    

ME HP

- 65
46 33

I am not very sure 2?5 gg only the

whether I have a moves are

legal move or not, 72 53 shown, not
67 81  the flippedso I leave the ma- 4 68 e Dp

chine to make my 2 6 pieces.

move. It reports o 3
NO MOVE, and plays gz 84
28, flipping 8 3 ;;

pieces (22,23,24, zjf %%
25,269 27437,446) 51 8

the final board 83 58
is printed, 76 41

61 34
62 74

24 13
25 16
26 52

32 47

the counting of 23 +
the pieces is 15 73

roEr performed, and 17 37

T lose 38 48
e 78 82

HE: 4% YEU: A3 HP won 71 87

12 112z 1

77 88
22 28

Final score : 17 47 HP WO

REMARKS : running times (not including your thinking times)

- a typical game (30 HP’s moves):
- without printer 25 minutes
- printer, SF 02 : (1 board)60 minutes
— printer, CF 02 s (2 id. )75 minutes

as you may see, printer slows down significantly the running -
speed, but the convenience of the automatic handling of the -
board, and the fact that an actual board is not needed at =all,
together with the game being recorded on the papsr tape, make
it worth the price. Execution speed gets faster as the game goes.

— no moves are random, so the same game is played if you
make the same moves, This is useful: if you made a mistake that
allowed HP to won, you can repeat the game once again, this time
avoiding the error, to see who wins now,

-~ do not make changes to the program unless you are very
sure what you are doinge. Some parts are very critical.

- level of play is quite good. Children are consistently

defeated, as are unexperienced people. Any improvements to the
strategy are welcomed, however.

— there are several ways of making room for improvements,
or to fit the program into 2 RaMs. 1) delete lines 68,69,change
line 01 to LBL"O",line 260 to "(K",and shorten other alpha com-
mentssy this saves about 27 or 30 bytes at almost no cost.

2)if you have no printer, or do not want printing of the board,
delete lines: 06,62,195 thru 251,254,255,256,257,258,and change
line 49 to 60 instead of 61. This saves about 116 bytes.
3)you may use data cards: delete lines 07 thru 30, and insert in
their place:s O7 16.027 , 08 RDTAX « This saves 148 hytes, but a
card reader is needed, and you must load a data card with the -
constants stored on it at the beginning.

VAIENTIN AIBILLO (4747)



01 LBL"CTHEELLO" 6% AVIEW
02 CIRG
03 FIX ©
04 CF 29
05 CF 01
06 CF 12
07 8188111883
08 STO 16
09 8661683138
10 STO 17
11 «1316636633
12 STO 18
13 3684855158
14 STO 19
15 «4148141564
16 STO 20
17 «6553564346
18 STO 21
19 «3435747552
20 STO 22
21 «5742472425
22 STO 23
23 7376626732

24 STO 24 -
25 3723268287
26 STC 25
27 7178212812
28 sTO 26
29 1772772227
30 STO 27
31 SIGN
32 STO 62
33 STO 09
34 CHS
35 STO 08
36 STO 72
37 9
38 sT0 15
39 CHS
40 STO 14
41 +
42 STO 11
43 CHS
44 STO 10
45 11
46 STO 13
47 CHS
48 STO 12
49 61
50 STO 07
51 "DIAG ?"
52 CF 23
53 AW
54 PRQPT
55 RCL 09
56 RCL 08
57 FS?C 23
58 x()y
59 STO 61
60 X()Y
61 STO 71
62 X5Q 06
63 '"HP 1ST ?"
64 PROVMPT
65 AOFF
66 FS?C 23
67 GTO 00
68 "I MCVE"

 

 

137 STO 02

70 SF 29 138 RCL 09
71 1BL 14 139 FC? 03
72 "1" 140 CHS
73 CF 03 141 STO O4
74 IBL 08 142 1BL 01
75 16.027 143 RCL 00
76 FS?C 29 144 RCL IND 02
17 21 145 +
78 STO 05 146 STO 03
79 LBL 11 147 RCL IND X
80 RCL INDO5 148 RCL 04
81 X=07 149 XA?

82 GI0O 05 150 GTO 12
83 SF 05 151 IBL 03
84 1BL 13 152 LAST X
8 BCL 10 153 ST+ 03
8 xR 154 RCL IND O3
87 x 155 RCL 04
88 STO 06 156 X=Y?
89 IT 157 GTO 03
90 XEQ 12 158 CHS
91 FCC 04 159 XAY?
92 GTO 00 160 GTO 12
93 RCL 06 161 STO IND 00
94 FRC 162 1BL 04

95 X£0? 163 LAST X
96 GTO 13 164 ST- 03
97 FS? 05 165 RCL 00
98 STO IND 05 166 RCL 03
99 1BL 05 167 X=Y?

100 ISG 05 168 GTO 192

101 GT0 11 169 RCL 08
102 'NO MOVE" 170 STx IND Y

103 AVIEW 171 ST=- 01
104 TONE 9 172 GTO O4
105 PSE 173 IBL 12
106 IBL 00 174 ISG 02
107 FS?C 01 175 GTO 01
108 GTO 14 176 RCL 01
109 "MOVE ?" 177 X=0?
110 PROMPT 178 RTN
111 X=07 179 CF o4
112 GTO 14 1&) "j PLAY "

113 SF 03 181 RCL 00
114 '"vyou 182 17
115 x(0? 183 -
116 SF 01 184 ARCL X
117 X(0? 185 AVIEW
118 G610 08 186 FC? 01
119 XEQ 12 187 FC? 03
120 FC?C 04 188 BEEP
121 GTO 14 189 PSE
122 "ILIRGALY 190 npLIp “

123 AVIEW 191 ARCL 01
124 TANE 9 192 " PCES"
125 GTO 00 193 AVIEW
126 IBL 12 194 PSE
127 SF 04 195 FC? 02
128 17 196 GTO 06
129 + 197 FS? 03
130 STO 00 198 @GT0 12
131 RCL IND ©0 199 LBL 06
132 X£0? 200 FC? 55

133 RIN 201 GTO 12
134 CF 05 202 ADV

135 STO 01 203 31
136 8.015 204 STO 00

205 45
206 STO 01
207 79
208 STO 02
209 2.01
210 STO 03
211 8
212 SKRCOL
213 49,056
214 STO 04
215 1BL 02
216 RCL 13
217 SKPCOL
218 x()Y
219 ACCHR
220 ISG X
221 GTO 02
222 PRBUF
223 28,035
224 STO 05
225 LBL 09
226 RCL 4
227 ACCHR
228 RCL 15
229 SKPCOL
230 SF 12
231 LBL 10

 

 

232 RCL IND 05

233 RCL 09

234 +
235 RCL IND X
236 ACCHR
237 RCL 03
238 SKPCOL
239 ISG 05
240 GT0 10
241 PRBUF
242 3T+ 05
243 CF 12
244 ISG 04
245 GTO 09
246 ADV
247 FS? 03
248 GTO 12
249 ADV
250 ADV
251 1BL 12
252 DSE 07
253 RTN
254 FC? 02
255 GTO 12
256 FS7C 03
257 XEQ 06
258 IBL 12
259 32
260 "GAME IS OVE
261 28.105
262 AVIEW
263 0
264 LBL 07
265 RCL IND Y
266 +
267 ISG Y
268 GTO 07
269 2
270 /
271 x()y
272 RIN



273 ST- 2
274 +

275 ADV
276 '"HPs "
277 ARCL X

291 lines,

registers:

ru timess

the middle

no printer

SF 02 idrinter

278 ", YOUs " 283 PSE
279 ARCL Y
280 AVIEW
281 BEEP
282 ADV

288 ryoun
284 X=Y? 289 " wQ@"
285 STOP 290 PROVPT
286 nI" 291 END
287 X(y?

672 bytes (3 cards) , SIZE® 117 (3 RaMs)
00 thru 116 j flags: 01 thru 04 ; labelss: 00 thru 14

execution gets faster as program progresses. A move
at the beginning may take at most 60-70 seconds; in
s 3040 seconds j; at the end, 12-18 seconds.

¢ 30 moves in 25 minutes

printer, CF 02: id

in 60 minutes
in 75 minutes

VALENTIN ALBILLO (4747)


